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FLIR THERMAL IMAGING CAMERAS

Just like not all building applications are the same, not all users are 
the same either. Which camera that suits your needs depends on 
both your application and the experience you have with thermal 
imaging cameras. No matter if you are a novice or a thermal expert, 
FLIR Systems has the correct  thermal imaging camera for you.

| FLIR THERMAL IMAGING CAMERAS COMPACT

INFRARED EVERYWHERE

FLIR C2
 
The FLIR C2 is the world’s first full-featured, pocket-sized thermal 
camera designed for building industry experts and contractors. 
Keep it on you so you’re ready anytime to find hidden heat 
patterns that signal potential problem areas.

FLIR TG130, TG165 & TG167  

The FLIR TG130, TG165 & TG167 Spot thermal 
cameras give you the advantage of thermal imaging 
to discover temperature issues you can’t see with 
a typical spot meter. You’ll work more quickly, and 
have confidence you didn’t miss something vital. 

C2 BADLY INSULATED WALL

TG165 REFRIGERATOR TG165 MOTOR

C2 OVERHEATED WALL SWITCH



| FLIR THERMAL IMAGING CAMERAS PRO

FLIR EX-SERIES
 
Infrared Cameras with MSX® 
Easier than a smartphone, only FLIR’s E4 thru E8 line offers such 
an unprecedented choice to new thermographers and seasoned 
pros alike, starting below 1,000€.

EXXbx TOUCHSCREEN

EXXbx WATER DAMAGE EXXbx MOTOR WITH MSX

E8 PIPE IN WALL WITH MSX

Connect to smartphones and tablets with FLIR Tools Mobile for Apple® and 
Android™ to stream video and import, process, and share images fast.

EASY TO USE

FLIR EXXbx-SERIES
 
Just like with the FLIR Ex-Series you have a variety of different 
resolutions to choose from. On top of that the variety of 
interchangeable lenses lets you switch to wide angle for capturing 
more of the scene in one shot or telephoto to see and measure 
temperatures on distant and smaller targets. Manual focus helps 
you dial in the sharpest clarity and finest accuracy. Features like 
MSX and a simple touchscreen make the EXXbx-Series a great 
tool for the professional thermographer.



| FLIR THERMAL IMAGING CAMERAS EXPERT

FLIR T-SERIES
 
The T–Series cameras provide superior thermal resolution, an ergonomic 
rotating optical block, and fast auto-focus to help the busiest technicians get 
the best images easier than ever, even from the toughest angles. They are full 
featured thermal imaging cameras that will help you to do your daily job faster 
and more efficient than ever before. The top-of-the-range T1K produces images 
with a quality of no less than 1020 x 768 pixels. Optional lenses and other 
accessories give you room to modify your thermal imaging camera according 
to your changing needs.

T1K HD THERMAL IMAGING

T-SERIES ERGONOMIC ROTATING BLOCK T6XXbx-SERIES AUTO-ORIENTATION

For details, specifications, videos 
and applications please visit 
www.flir.com/instruments 

INCREASE YOUR EFFICIENCY



FLIR Systems is the world leader in thermal imaging cameras. We produce a wide variety of thermal imaging 

cameras that can help you to detect building anomalies. But FLIR Systems has more to offer than thermal 

imaging cameras only. For building and energy inspectors, facilities managers, plumbers and more building related 

professionals we produce a product portfolio that will help them do their job faster and better than before.
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FLIR CM Series 
Clamp Meters

The FLIR CM-Series Classic and Flexible Clamp 
Meters with Bluetooth® are ergonomic tools designed 
to simplify difficult current measurements. 

FLIR VP50 Non-Contact Voltage Detector + Worklight
Rugged, Waterproof, CAT IV-Rated, and Light at the Ready

The FLIR VP50 is a tough, CAT IV-rated Non-Contact Voltage Detec-
tor featuring a combination of alerts.

FLIR VS70 Videoscope

The FLIR VS70 is a rugged, waterproof and shock-resistant 
videoscope that features intuitive handset controls that enable 
users to maneuver the narrow camera probe into tight spaces to 
deliver vivid and sharp video and images to a large 5.7” color 
LCD display.

FLIR TG1xx Series 
Spot Thermal Cameras

TG1xx Series Spot thermal cameras give you 
the advantage of thermal imaging to discover 
temperature issues.

FLIR MR176 & MR160 
Imaging Moisture Meter

Featuring Infrared Guided Measurement (IGM) technology  
powered by a built-in FLIR Lepton® thermal imaging sensor, 
MR176 visually guides you to the precise spot that moisture may 
be hiding for further testing and investigation. Use the integrated 
laser and crosshair to help pinpoint the surface location of the is-
sue found with IGM.

FLIR TGxx Series 
Spot IR Thermometers

The FLIR TG54 and TG56 Spot IR (Infrared) 
Thermometers provide non-contact surface 
temperature readings. 

FLIR MR77 
Moisture Meter

The new FLIR MR77 is a rugged, feature-packed moisture meter 
incorporating a pinless sensor and a wired pin probe to capture 
moisture readings up to 0.75” below the surface of various wood 
types and building materials. The unit also incorporates a laser-
spot IR thermometer, a field-replaceable temperature/humidity 
sensor, and High/Low moisture and humidity alarms.

FLIR DM Series 
True RMS Industrial Multimeters

FLIR’s DM Series world-class digital multimeters offer 
advanced variable frequency drive filtering to help 
you accurately analyze non-traditional sine waves 
and noisy signals. 
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